Rat rod jeep wrangler

Started as a 89 Jeep Wrangler tub and grill. All steel. Custom built frame out of 2x3 tubing.
Axles are from a ford f with 3. Power drum brakes all the way around but completely gone threw
and new parts installed. Windshield frame was hand made and I had custom safety glass cut
and installed so it does have a DOT stamp. Brand new all aluminum 3 core radiator with electric
fan. All electric components including lights, gauges, stereo, switch panel, and wiring harness
are brand new. Chevy steering column with quick disconnect wheel and Chevy Impala manual
steering box. Chevy cid motor with mild cam, Edelbrock aluminum intake, 4 barrel carb, and
shorty headers into 2. Trans is a stock turbo I'm sure there is a lot I'm forgetting in the post but
it's a blast to drive and draws a crowd everywhere. I didn't cut any corners on this. My original
intentions were to build it to keep but things changed and it has to go. If you have any
questions feel free to ask. The Wrangler can be seen in person at any point in time during the
duration of the auction. As of right now this build only has miles on it but will possibly go up if I
have to take a potential buyer for a ride. Pictures really don't do it justice. I'm willing to help with
loading or whatever is needed if you plan on shipping this to you. If you have less then a
feedback score of 5 please contact me before bidding or i will cancel your bid. This is also for
sale locally so i reserve the right to end the auction at any time as long as there is no bids so
don't wait around to place a bid! Thanks for looking and have a nice day. I also did two walk
around videos of it so you can hear it run and see everything functioning. Sorry its not the best
quality all i had was my cell phone. The only thing is there is a odometer discrepancy on the title
because one of the buyers must of messed up and put less miles on the title when transferring
then what was originally on it. Also the wrangler does have seat belts but they are only lap
belts. There will be no addition charge added to the deposit threw paypal if the rest of the
purchase price will be paid in cash. Check out my other listing with my other rat rod i built. Click
on email button. Welcome to eWillys. I update this website nearly every day with jeep deals, jeep
history, interesting reader projects, jeep related info, and more. These quick searches can help
you find things on eBay. People list in the wrong categories all the time, so don't be surprised
to see brochures in the parts area for example. The links to posts below show jeeps grouped by
models, condition, and other ways. Some of these jeeps are for sale and others have been sold.
If you are unsure whether a vehicle is still for sale or not, email me at d [at] ewillys. There are
plenty of interesting, unusual, historic and surprising stories related to Jeeps and their owners.
In addition, some of these features have nothing to do with jeeps. This link will display all
featured stories starting from the latest. Looking for parts and not sure where to go? There are a
variety of large and small new and used parts sellers both online and offline. Importantly, the
allure of buying a project jeep can be romantic. The reality of restoring a jeep can be quite
different, expensive and overwhelming without the right tools and resources. So, tread carefully
when purchasing a "project". If you have any concerns about buying a vintage jeep, or run
across a scam, feel free to contact me for help, comments or concerns. Has been in various car
shows. Had plans for it but dont have the time. Depending on where you are you might not need
one. Lots of thumbs up! Custom professionally built frame. Ready for Cruise night! This truck
turns lots of heads! Built bored 40 over, Voodoo cam, Lokar shifter, air bags in rear, od greentan interior with custom pin striping. Their is a ton of metal fab, frame is custom. Please let me
know what you think I am open to trades. If trade I want something equal in value or possibly
cash on top. This Willys Wagon Maverick was restored a few years back by a coffee shop in
southern California. Unfortunately, that coffee shop went tits up so they sold the Willys to the
guy I purchased it from. This car is a nice driver not a show car. It has a chevy motor with an
automatic transmission. This thing gets lots of attention. It will come with the original vintage
roof rack and some other odds and ends. Car is registered in TX but has a CA title in my name.
Willys starts and runs and is not finished. Original Pink Slip slip for Willys. Chopped 8 inches,
has shaved doors, has frenched tail lights, grill has been flipped, front fenders filled to change
look, rear wheel wells have had front fender trims welded to body. The body has been
professionally welded to the frame. Bodywork professionally repaired. The Willys sits on a
Buick Regal frame. The motor is a IROC motor with a mild cam with many custom parts added.
The transmission is from the same car and is a R. It is 2WD only. The body may be atop a non
jeep 2WD chassis. Maybe transmission maybe something else. Wish I had the time to work on
but not looking like anytime soon. Obviously needs pretty much full restoration but definitely a
good start. Clean title in hand. All 6an braided trans and fuel lines Has the typical jeep rust
issues that where fixed sometime during its life, not perfect but a fun little rat rod that turns
heads. US Army Military Police theme. Runs and drive great! Many Custom touches. Show
winning Rat Rod!! No checks, no trades. Has anyone been following the sales of this type of hot
rod jeep? Are buyers paying big bucks for them? Thanks to Mike for sharing this detailed,
interesting jeep rod. The grille redesign seems particularly creative. View all the information
ebay. Absolutely one of a kind! New build, just finished! Professionally built, 36 years of

experience Custom grill Metal skeletal hands on steering fenders Chevy small block service
block, rebuilt, no miles turbo trans with a shift kit horsepower Ford 8. Runs and drives great
new windshield and back glass. Would trust it anywhere. Really cool project. Original motor.
Custom made gauge set. Starts, moves, and stops. Eye catching body waiting for your choice of
color. Hot rod Jeep. Vehicle Information. Google Ad Google Ad. Powered by Wordpress , theme
based on the Simple Grid Theme. Some of the Daimler Chrysler, Inc. Home About email Need to
contact me and don't have my email? No title. Mark spotted this custom build. Not much
Maverick left in this updated and modified wagon. Another unusual JeepRod build. Seller
includes phone number within the ad. Lots of mods. Lots of mods to this custom truck.
Someone went all-out with this Halloween-esque build. Unusual build. No description provided.
Google Ad. COM Andy's m All rights reserved. All rights reserved. More on this:. Up Next. It's no
secret that a look that can be described as "cute" isn't exactly the top priority of a rat rod
builder. Then again, this adjective seems to fit the Jeep Wrangler proposal showcased in the
rendering that now sits on our screens. As the offroading fans among you have noticed, the
starting point for this virtual build was the ex-generation Wrangler , which was retired two years
ago. Now, while many rat rod builds of the sort put on a show by mixing ridiculously limited
ground clearance values with rugged terrain-savvy wheels and tires, things are different here.
That's because the front axle packs the type of rolling goodies that might just be lifted from a s
hot rod. As for the hardware at the back, this seems to be more or less normal. The minimalist
approach of the contraption is another feature that stands out. For one, the exposed cabin now
sees the occupants being protected against rollover impacts with a pair of bars that might've
just been borrowed from a sportscar. There's no mention of the firepower, but, if we zoom in on
the right side of the vehicle, we'll notice a tailpipe leaving the car just after the front wheel, so at
least we know this is no EV conversion. We can thank German digital label Les Machines for
these pixels and those of you wondering if such a digital stunt has been attempted in the real
world should know that the answer is yes, albeit with a twist: sure, this build , which comes
from French specialist Alexandre Danton, doesn't pack the said front wheel setup, but it does
make for a memorable Wrangler rat rod. View this post on Instagram. JEEP models:. You will
only receive our top stories, typically no more than 5 per day yes no. The buyer had to make
modest alterations on the visuals as well as enhance the flamethrower exhaust system, and it
worked great. The massive Mustang-sourced 5. And according to Mike, "the car spins tires
without hesitation, in any gear. Hot rod restorers never stop refining, because they never stop
listening to the people who love golden vintage cars of the years gone by. Once it was replaced
with a high torque stroker with a rpm converter, the sleeping monster awoke. Its new
custom-made fuel-efficient carb gave rise to this monstrous 4x4 Chevy Coupe. Who said you
can't make a rat-rod from a new truck? This monstrous Jeep Wrangler rat rod borrowed much of
its military attire from Flint, Michigan. This particular Orangutan-looking beast is fitted with a
powerful 6. Connected to those massive inch wheels, this thing looks like something out of Mad
Max. To those who began their innovative careers in the good old days, the changes brought
about by technology are almost astounding. This sleek Ford Coe of was among the high-end
luxury of yesteryear. This particular unfashionable Coe truck had its functionality specs
customized so to inject extra life into it. Enhancements on the visuals alone took about three
years to perfect. Vintage hot rods simply don't get much more luxurious or stylish than this
Packard. Everything about this car has been refurbished up to the highest standards, from its
wheels to the comfortable leathery interior. Interestingly, the car is named "Aquarius" - a
personal name given to it by its owner, who happens to be none other than Metallica's James
Hetfield. And the "Aquarius" is but one of many stunning hot rods in this rock star's collection.
This chic three-windowed Ford is owned by a resident of Montana. Its original feeble engine was
removed in favor of a horsepower block beneath the hood, along with a 2, RPM converter. The
result; a hot Ford Coupe hot rod with stunning exterior head-turner cosmetics. This one was
reworked to create a near-perfect rip-roaring power train. And while relentless heating problems
tend to take a toll on many variants, this Coupe is an award winner. Mention any popular
automobile and you will find a gearhead somewhere out there who's already built a customized
hot rod out of it. These monstrous custom-made Jeeps are in every sense street-legal, having
received remarkable power enhancement modifications. No matter how big or small your Jeep
is, it can be customized by world-class talent restorers into perfect condition. Chevrolet of was
custom made from day one to withstand the ravages of drivers who detest rough terrain much
as you do. It was completely re-created safe for the frame and pampered with new interior
accents to provide the required driving comfy. Vintage cars are undeniably cool, but they're
perhaps even cooler when turned into impeccable rat-rods like these. What was once a Ford
Model A , an ancient classic by today's standards, has been turned into a complete custom
masterpiece with a deliberately rusted and run-down look. However, every inch of this Model

A's engine and interior is in pristine condition, featuring a Ford 2. Its cool custom-made
driveshaft enjoyed the company of a new radiator and cooling system in the vicinity. We're now
at a point where badassery meets pure ridiculousness. The interiors to the exterior skeletons
were all customized, enhanced and preserved to make it work. Its stock wheels were replaced
with M14 Forge-start to make it accustomed to off-road terrains. But, let's face it: this puppy's
not going anywhere - not with that engine blocking the view, anyway. Alfonce Kandie is a writer,
blogger and seasonal backpacker who write with passion. Having written for Seodawn Inc.
Alfonce is endowed with a witty creative mind; trusted individual, and exceptional personal
service. Besides writing, Kandie enjoys backpacking around the world. By Alfonce Kandie
Published Apr 01, Share Share Tweet Email Comment. Via motorauthority. Via Engine Swap
Depot. Via MSN. Via Car-From-UK. Via Vanguard Motor Sales. Via Car-from-UK. Via Pinterest.
Via You Tube. Via MotorShow. Via Hagerty. Related Topics Car Culture vintage cars custom
cars modified cars. Alfonce Kandie 23 Articles Published Alfonce Kandie is a writer, blogger
and seasonal backpacker who write with passion. Walking around the SEMA Show , the first
thing you notice is that there are a lot of Jeeps on displayâ€”every style and type you can
dream up. With so many Jeeps everywhere, it's really hard to stand out in a crowd. Well, the
out-of-the-box thinkers over at Freedom Fabworks came up with a build recipe that we're sure
gave Jeep purists a true WTF moment. Based out of Flint, Michigan, Freedom Fabworks showed
off this ride last year and we're liking this year's version even more. Believe it or not, this
Frankenjeep started out as the tub from a Wrangler. It was chopped 8 inches and narrowed 2
inches. But, as you can see, that was only the tip of the modification iceberg. To turn those
huge tires 5. So why is it right-hand drive? No, it's not to deliver the mailâ€”although that would
be funâ€”it was done to keep the four-wheel-drive system with the rest of the ride slammed on
the deck. However you slice up this freak of SEMA, it shows how taking chances can really
make your ride stand out in the biggest automotive crowd on Earth. Close Ad. Steven Rupp
Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. It really started about three years ago when we
saw an artist's rendering of a flatfender Jeep hot rod on jalopyjournal. It seemed like a cool way
to build an original-looking hot rod for a lot less money than working with a traditional Model A
Ford. So we started collecting parts in the corner of the garage and yard that for the most part
sat untouched for several years. We didn't want to spend any money, so these were the kind of
parts that off-road Jeep enthusiasts simply throw away or recycle because they are deemed too
weak for heavy off-road use. Ultimately we wanted a rat rod assembled with Jeep parts that was
built the way a Jeep guy would do it. Since beginning the garbage collection, we had seen
several real versions of flatfender hot rods done in different ways. While some had cool ideas
and interesting lines, none of 'em looked like what we wanted. And that's kind of the point of
building your own hot rod in the first place. Eventually we realized that we nearly had a
complete hot rod Jeep in the form of a pile-o-parts. So we went to work assembling our flatrod
with recycled Jeep junk. Keep an eye out for the next issue, where we'll slap the hand-me-down
powertrain into our Sloppy Seconds project. The first frame we started with shown here in the
background came from Cappa's hammered '48 CJ-2A. It was a mess. There were cracks
everywhere and it was about as straight as Ryan Seacreast. We spent a lot of time reworking it,
but we eventually gave up and started over when Tech Editor Hazel offered up this relatively
clean and more heavy-duty M38A1 frame. So for the second time, we went to work with the
Miller plasma cutter and angle grinder to remove every unneeded bracket, butch-welded
towhook, and hoopty fabwork. We then went to work chasing down cracks. We ground them out
with a die grinder and welded them up along with the excessive holes that had been drilled for
who-knows-what reasons by previous owners. But by the time we were done we ended up with
a frame that was nearly as good as new, only this one was free. That is, if you don't count the
cost of a dozen abrasive grinding discs. Some areas of the frame needed reinforcement plates
added because the metal was torn pretty badly or simply missing. These were then welded in
place with a few plug welds and around the perimeter. With the rear axle mocked into position it
became pretty clear the frame needed to be clearanced in the form of a C-notch. If you're
working with a Toyota, Nissan, or other common mini truck there are plenty of bolt-on and
weld-on kits available. Obviously it wasn't gonna be that easy, so we made our own. We started
by hacking the 2x4 rectangular tube bumper from the thrashed CJ-2A frame and recycled it to
be used on the top of the M38A1 frame where the rear axle would be located. We flipped the
frame upside down for better access. Then we trimmed the frame for clearance with a plasma
cutter. With the frame still flipped over and the C-notches cut, we located the stock '71 CJ-6
front springs that we pilfered from Hazel's Hatari! The shorter CJ front springs helped us get the
ride height we wanted and we mounted them on the outside of the framerails for an even lower
stance. We started with stock early CJ shackles and shackle mounts and built brackets to
attach them to the frame. They are also reinforced on the inside of the frame and provide a

post-style mount for the front of the leaf springs. The full-width Ford 9-inch rear axle likely came
from a 'up F Camper Special. But this one had spent some time under Hazel's Willys truck until
he yanked it out. The 9-inch is a pretty good find and features a factory nodular third member, 3.
We didn't even replace the gear oil. New spring perches with a spring-under set it right about
where we expected. Months earlier Hazel had pulled this Dana 25 from his Willys truck and
dumped it in our yard. Using jack stands, we relocated it to the front of Sloppy Seconds. Wire
was used to position and hold the suspension components in place so the brackets could be
tack welded. The mounts are made from heavy-wall tubing that pierce the frame. Once
everything was positioned and tack welded, we disassembled the front suspension and welded
everything up. Sure, we could have used a true hot rod front axle with built-in drop. But we think
it will look so much cooler with a rusty diff-cover-less Dana 25 up front. The best part is that our
front suspension confuses most people. The spring flexes reverse of normal, so we flipped the
leaf pack to the top of the main leaf. As the suspension compresses the axle pulls up on the
spring and the spring gets shorter. We wanted what is called hairpin suspension and a suicide
axle up front. We located the engine and grille where we thought they should be and began
mocking up the front suspension. Originally we wanted to use an early CJ leaf spring, but it was
too long to be mounted transversely. The transverse leaf spring mount started life as a spring
plate for a trailer. We gusseted and welded it to our heavy-wall C-channel front bumper, which
was previously the rear bumper that we cut off of the old CJ-2A frame. We had to notch the
bumper to clear the pinion snout of the Dana These are all off-the-shelf hot rod suspension
parts from Speedway Motors. We had to open up the diameters of the weld-on brackets to fit our
Dana 25 axle tubes, but other than that, it's pretty straightforward to mix and match these parts
with the Jeep stuff. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. John Cappa Writer. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. Starwood is known for turning out some incredible turn-key Jeep
Wrangler JKs and is one of the largest dealers in the nation to offer modified JKs for purchase.
When Speight spotted an old and well-worn pickup truck at the annual SEMA show in Las
Vegas, Nevada, he knew he needed to create something with that sort of patina and flare. The
inspired Speight captured dozens of images of the tarnished truck and brought them back to
the Dallas, Texas, shop, where paint experimentation began using the Starwood Motors
Signature Finish. Speight wanted the Kevlar-infused protective coating to look old and
weathered. Once the paint-on patina was mastered, Speight was ready to bring the steampunk
rat rod Jeep JK to fruition, which required three months of long days and sleepless nights. The
wood, aluminum and leather-trimmed door panels and console were the result of a collaboration
between Kyle Hix and Tyson Lamb. Red LED lights also accent the whole interior, giving off an
ominous glow at night. The entire body was hosed in a Starwood Motors Signature Finish,
which then received the patina treatment. Many people think the top has been chopped a few
inches. The windshield frame is unmolested and rests in the factory location. For the
side-mounted straight-pipe exhaust to work, the frame had to be C-notched and reinforced. The
right rolling stock is critical on a high-horse street Jeep, so Speight loaded up the satin black
20x10 KMC XD aluminum wheels with 35x In addition, each wheel received an anodized center
cap and rust colored accent ring. Out back, the tailgate has been converted to be a drop-down
pickup style tailgate, complete with clanky retention chains. Leading the Jeep is Shrockworks
stubby front bumper that was modified for a Warn winch. A red Factor 55 ProLink replaced the
original winch hook and real Edison lightbulbs were fitted into the headlight assemblies. The
Poison Spyder louvered hood panel works with a custom aluminum radiator to dissipate
underhood heat. The factory coil-spring suspension was ditched and replaced with a
driver-adjustable Airock airbag suspension from Off Road Only. Both stock front and rear axle
assemblies were retained. However, each housing was fitted with heavy-duty Nitro axleshafts
and 4. The front brakes were upgraded with A rat rod Jeep clearly has to have proper
motivation, so Starwood Motors tossed the original 3. Other than Borla headers and an open
element air cleaner, the hp 6. The throaty V-8 is mated to the original Jeep NAG1 five-speed
automatic transmission thanks to a factory V-8 bellhousing and torque converter. The interior is
reminiscent of what you would find in one of the steampunk vehicles from the Wild Wild West
Will Smith movie. The leather-trimmed artisan interior was inspired by a motorcycle seat built by
Kyle Hix of HIX Design fame, so Speight brought Kyle on to lay down the leather. Jamey Jordan
fabricated the stainless steel bomber seats and a modified Poison Spyder rollcage was installed
to protect the occupants. Each seat is padded with Hix Design leather bits. The factory seatbelts
were retained. Hix Design wrapped the steering wheel and much of the plastic dashboard in real
leather. The center console received the wood, leather and metal treatment. Red LED lights are
hidden under the rails of the faux patina metalwork. Sign up for more restomod content to add
horsepower to your inbox. We took a trip to Texas to get a closer look at the one-off Jeep: The
wood, aluminum and leather-trimmed door panels and console were the result of a collaboration

between Kyle Hix and Tyson Lamb. To check out the full collection of Starwood Motors Jeeps,
be sure to visit Starwoodmotors. Recommended For You. Subscription Confirmed! Continue on
to the site and look for links to the latest articles, as soon as they are released. Sign me up for a
quarterly digital magazine subscription. View or Download our free Digital Magazines Today! Go
to newsstand. Having long ago transcended its humble beginning as a friendly, daylong event
aimed at spreading the word about the trails and outdoor opportunities in and around the Moab,
Utah, region, the Easter Jeep Safari is now revered as one of the premier Jeep and off-road
events in the world. Whether nearly stock or inspired caricatures, all of the Jeep concepts share
one endearing trait: They can wheel under their own power. Click through for a tour of the
lineup. The interior is also true to the s, with few changes to the rectilinear dashboard.
Nostalgia-inducing touches such as a car phone and an old Nintendo Game Boy really drive
home the point, and a plaid-pattern headliner provides a bit of whimsy. Even s icon David
Hasselhoff gets a shout-out, courtesy of this graphic hiding on a doorframe. Still, it would be a
shame not to let it stretch its legs in Moab. Dodge Viper seats are surrounded by a custom-built
roll cage, while a bikini top offers shade and cover from the elements. The inch BFGoodrich
all-terrain tires wrap around Jeep Performance Parts inch wheels with color-matched beadlock
rings. A two-way air system takes the hassle out of airing the tires up and down for conditions,
and a two-inch lift kit keeps some daylight between the rubber and the metal. Developed in
conjunction with the Automotive Lighting division of Magneti Marelli, the Luminator has an
arsenal of illumination that includes magnetic underbody rock lights, 7. High-powered LED
spotlights are mounted to the A-pillars, and a scanning LED light bar module with active-spot
and dynamic following technology is mounted to the hood. It glows red for stop, amber for
speeds up to 3 mph, and green for up to 25 mph, and it can also function as a white rear
floodlight. We speculatedâ€”and Jeep confirmedâ€”that these taillamps are from a Ferrari. Can
you guess which one? An unlikely combination of a Jeep Wrangler and a classic hot-rod
aesthetic, the Quicksand may be puzzling in theory but is captivating in person. Underneath the
chopped-roof s-era sedanesque body sits a lengthened Wrangler chassis. The inch wheels are a
riff on classic Halibrand mag rims, complete with spinners. Of course the Quicksand is powered
by a cubic-inch Hemi V-8 crate engine. We dig the six-speed manual transmission, too. And who
could miss those gleaming velocity stacks poking through the hood? Or the snaking headers
that meet in fluted outlets just ahead of each door? And is that a Viper steering wheel we see?
Barely on the scene long enough to get its tires wet, the new-for- Compass will make its first
Moab appearance in just a few weeks. Motivation comes by way of the standard 2. Exterior
tweaks include gloss-black side-mirror caps, a custom hood gr
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aphic, side stripes, and dark-tinted head- and taillamps. LEDs are used for the headlights and
fog lights as well as on the windshield-header-mounted light bar and the spotlights on the
A-pillars. Other off-road features include a pair of Dana 44 axles and Fox shocks. The floor is
coated with spray-in bedliner to better battle the elements. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type
keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. Michael Simari. Jeep Grand One
Concept. The starting point was a Grand Cherokee that the Jeep team found on Craigslist. Jeep
CJ66 Concept. Jeep Luminator Concept. Jeep Quicksand Concept. Jeep Trailpass Concept.
Orange accent on the wheels matches the hue of the tow hooks. Jeep Switchback Concept.
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